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All sorts of address changes for Richard 0. Mann:
July 20 to Aug. 16 - c/o Mrs. J. M. Petersen, 12163 So* 1700 West,
Riverton, Utah g4o47
Aug. 17 to Sept. 25 - c/o Major Edward 0. Mann, 46th. Bomb Squadron,
Grand Forks Air Force Base, North Dakota
Sept. 26 to June ? - Bryan Hall, Michigan State University, East Lansing,
Michigan

'Weryune~who-'«ver- -got out of
bed. on the wrong side now and
then is more than familiar
with the phrase: "Just one of
those days."
But in our case it seems to
have been "just one of those
months" — still is. It shows
no signs of letting up.

Firstly, for our Down-Under,
South American and Antarctic
friends,. it*s been hot here—
not for mere days but for
_
weeks. And in the jolly old
Midwestern U.S. it is also swelteringly humid. Several years ago I
was informed the climate in southern Siberia is nearly identical....
the Siberians hhve my sympathy in the summer, too.
Then I got poison ivy. I’m pretty allergic to the stuff, but for
the. past several years I've been skating by with only random patches
here and there on ankles or fingers. (I’m one of these persons who
doesn't need to touch the stuff — the breeze wafts the oil onto me
from miles away, or somethings) But this year it kept persisting and
creeping up, and then I woke up a little over a week ago with one eye
nearly swollen shut* And itching.
This brought a halt to stencil
cutting, mimeographing, reading, gardening, letter writing — every
thing but the urge 'to scratch.
I rushed to my doctor, who gave me a long lecture on why someone
as 'sensitive as myself should take immunization shots in the spring.
I muttered something nonc-ommital while knotting my fingers to keep
from digging at the devils under 'my skin, gratefully pocketed the
prescription and rushed to the druggist to obtain this panacea.
Eventually • it ■ worked, although I still look, to say the least,
blotchy. Arid the instructions were among the most fascinating medical
directions I’ve ever encountered^ It was the usual beginning heavy
dosage, then gradually tapering off into nothing by the sixth or sev
enth day. This I understand — It was the emphasis on whether before
or after meals as the time for ingesting the tablets' that puzzled me.

Well, and as I walked on down the Yellow Brick Road<,. o „

I began mimeographing this issue of Yandrof And 1 promptly ran
out of ink. This was doubly annoying because we had ink on order, and
were short of cash so that rushing forty miles minimum to purchase some
from a local store would bite into picnic supplies5
So there was no
thing to do but push stencils and stuff aside and turn to other things,
such as trying out my pressure cooker in an attempt to preserve some
vegetables.
This was a gamble, because the last time I tried to can anything,
last fall, something went very verj; wrong and the lid of the canner was

for all practical purposes welded to the bottom seation of the canner.
Buck sweated over it for several days, trying to separate the two, and
then the local dealers of that brand of aluminum'ware had a crack at
the thing.
They tried several types of solvent, gasoline and a crow
bar, unsuccessfully.
Finally we shipped the whole thing back the manu
facturer (and went through a number of mountlngly irate letters trying
to get things straight with a numskull in the front office). After much
delay, we finally got the thing back, with a new lid. I don’t know how
they got the old one off — dynamite, possibly.
So, in such a situation fraught with menaces of here-we-go-agaln, I
prepared some pints of corn (pints of corn were what did the foul deed
last time — Jump In with both feet, I always say, mm Hmm) and made the
plunge.
No trouble at all, so I thought the spell was broken.
Until I started running short of paper while running this. It’s
still going to be a race down to the wire, but perhaps if I mumble the
proper incantations, all will go well.

And among other things, we probably have a local reputation as brawl
ers now, for while that ivy was raging, I looked remarkably like someone
had blacked my eye and knocked me down. The surreptitious stares in
supermarkets and whatnot were really funny.
Buck got an employee’s discount on a desk ’’weather station”, nr some
such brand name: thermometer, bar&meter, and hygrometer. Now I no
longer have to function as a living weather gauge.
My sinuses are very
sensitive to pressure and humidity, and I’m usually able to tell when
jne or the other is extreme.
But of course, I don’t have dials.
Now I’ll know how bad to feel.

I am a naive sort.
I had been wondering about the Kennedy half
dollar — curious why I hadn’t seen Any. Perhaps they were slow trick
ling into this backwoods area.
When I received one in change at'a
local store, I saved it for Buck,
He pounced on it with delight, say
ing he;d been afraid they’d all been snapped up by collectors. I had
assumed when they issued a half dollar that this would be the new U.S.
half dollar and pretty soon they’d all be this sort, with occasional
interspersing of old Liberty and Franklin halves. Just don’t understand
coins, apparently.
Canadian fan Derek Nelson stopped by for a visit this wehk, too —
and this was one thing that at least made up for all the other things
going wrong. He drofee in on a blue Honda, much to Bruce's delight (we
had to keep a sharp eye on him to prevent Joy riding, ’’just pretend”
style).
We spent an enjoyable evening discussing politics, US and Canadian,
history, US and Canadian, banks and coinage.....etc.
Nelson describes
himself as anti-American and pro-American at the same time, which is
better than being completely against the usually bewildered American
tourist.
I get the impression a great number of American tourists feel
like the millionaire who thought he was being kind in donating a fiver
to a visiting relation, only to hear himself bitterly berated for
being "patronizing and a snob*".
Maybe- -rtext -yo-eti* we’ll get to -do some. more donating^_
or this-., year,
we make do with homegiwwn humidity.
JWC

I don’t know if it will look
that way or not, but this was a.
terribly mixed-up issue. One of the
results is that the promised Klein
and Elllk letters aren’t included.
(Next time I'll try and pay atten
tion to what I'm doing. Of course,
if we run Terry Carr’s column next
time, we may not have room for any
thing else.)
We got enough response on the
Vance essay so that we will publish
it, one of these days. We’ll let
you know price and publication date
'^hen we establish them. It won't be for a few months, anyway.
Last issue I put in a last-minute notice saying that I was backing
Cleveland for the '66 Worldcon again. News received at the Mldwestcon made
this seem a bit premature. Right now I don't even want to hear about the
’66 Worldcon — maybe next summer I'll decide who I favor. There isn’t any
hurry, and maybe by next summer things will have settled down.
I see I got a trifle over-emotional about John Boardman in the fanzine
review column. (A liberal application of correction fluid may correct this
before it sees print.) To be fair, John offered me a pre-publication apol
ogy when he learned that I had voted for Breen in FAPA. I rejected it.
(That's the worst part of doing anything to favor Walter — the sort of
people who congratulate you for doing it.)
We had a fannlsh two weeks over my vacation this year. The first week
end we made the Mldwestcon, the weekend of the 4-th we were in Milwaukee
visiting the DeWeeses and Grennells, and in the last week we spent an af
ternoon and evening with Bob Briney. (The last weekend I spent recuperat
ing, but then on the 16th we drove down to Roachdale to see Joe Sanders.)
Mldwestcon was very small this year.
spent most of our time wandering
around asking "Wt happened to the Thompsons? What happened to Marion?
What happened to Rob WilXLams?'*and so on. All the big name professional
writers were either at their conference in Milford, Connecticut, or in
Hollywood. The writers attending were renegade fan types like Tucker and
Joe Hensley; a terribly undignified lot. Milwaukee was about the same as
usual. This was the first time we’d been out to Grennell's place in the
daylight, so I got to appreciate the grounds as well as the house. Dean
took Gene DeWeese and I out target-shooting, using an Australian training
rifle rechambered for .357 Magnum cartridges. I managed a perfect score:
I missed the target every time. (I'm going to have to practice more....)
Briney and I are both fakefan stamp collectors, so we spent most of our
visit in looking over his collection and making trades. (Juanita was busy
drooling over Bob's Fancy Expensive books — he has the sort of library
that I'd have if I could afford it, and since he doesn't publish a month
ly fanzine, he can afford It.) We also drove over to the secondhand book
store in Kokomo. This wgs the first time Bob had been there, and he pro
vided the perfect description of the place: "Good Lord, it Just keeps on
going'." It's really a mammoth place. Bob almost didn't get to see it this
time, either; after driving around in circles for half an hour or so I
stopped and asked directions. For some reason — subconscious sales resis
tance, possibly — I can never find the blasted place.
Recent reading has. been largely non-fiction. I got a copy of Deaths Of
The Bravos, by John Myers Myers, in Kokomo. It isn't as good as I'd hoped,
but it was certainly worth the 65/ I paid, (it's an account of the western
explorers, mountain men, Texas Rangers, etc.) Crest has published Jessica
Mltford’s American Way Of.Death; a bargain at 75/. I bought the Collier

edition of Harmer* s High Cost Of Dying-s^me-^lme-bebck, but the Mltford
book Is much betrfrer. It’s the sort oi thing you,go aro-und-puotlxig-trr--people^
(Not to mention Including considerable practical advice on how to avoid
getting stuck for an overpriced funeral.) Then Beacon has come out with E.
M. Halliday's The Ignorant Armies, the account of the 1913 expedition in
which American^ British and French troops fought Communist Russian armies..
The author points out that many Americans have never heard of this episode;
I'd heard of it, but this is the first detailed description that I've seen.
In one respect, the entire affair could have been a rehearsal for our more
recent Bay of figs fiasco; it was certainly mismanaged to an equal extent,
and it contains the same choices. Either it should never have been done at
all, or It should have been allotted enough troops to give it a chance of
success; the actual policies followed were the poorest ones possible. The
fourth non-fiction book perused recently is The Consumer1s Union Report On
J Ines & Spirits. This was also read more for entertainment than for Infor
mation; Iknow^what liquors I like, and most of them weren’t listed in this
report anyway. "Few brands of straight rye are sold today. . . The product
commonly referred to as rye Is generally a spirit blend." Which is a vic
ious circle; I've had blended whiskey palmed off on me as rye and if I
hadn't known better it would have been enough to make me swear off the
stuff for life. (Anyway, I don't drink all that much liquor; It costs too
much, I don't get any particular "kick" out of it, and if a social event
requires liquor to make it entertaining it isn't worth going to in the
first place.) A slightly belated birthday present was Cooper's Creek, by
Alan Moorehead; the account of an early Australian exploring party. ^Very
good, as are all of Moorehead's books which I have read — 1 have read,
and own, 5 of his 16 books. An amusing note concerns the atrocious 11 prim
itive" paintings used on the dust jacket and frontispiece. I read all the
way thru the book wondering why those things had been used and what sort
of historical relationship they had to the story. Finally, In the "Note"
at the back of the book, Moorehead thanks the artist for suggesting the
Idea for the book, "as well as for his permission to reproduce here some
of his splendid paintings". I guess it's all right to pay off your friends
with a little egoboo, even if it does make your book look a trifle odd.
I finally, and with much difficulty, ran down a copy of issue #5 of
THE MAGAZINE OF HORROR (and I can visualize dozens of readers out there
asking "Why?". Because I enjoy Lowndes' editing, and because I'm a collec
tor, that's why.) Distribution is remarkably odd; it isn't available in
either of the two large newsstands I visit, in Warsaw and Anderson, but
it’s carried by a little place in North Manchester; a small room tacked
on to the side of a grocery. A couple of issues even showed up in ’.'/abash.
I had to give up and order Airmont's latest pb — Day Of The Giants, by
Lester Del Rey — from Richard Witter. For some reason"?'ve always liked
this hoked-up bit of Norse mythology ever since it first appeared in the
old FANTASTIC ADVENTURES as "When The World Tottered". Partly, I guess,
because it's the only story which presents Loki sympathetically, and Loki
always did have more appeal for me than the rest of the loutish Norse gods.
The perils of small oars: the paper recently printed a photo of a VW .
which had been washed into a St. Paul, Minnesota, storm drain by a flash
flood, and recovered by a couple of skin divers in the Mississippi river.
You won't see anything like that happening to a Buick.
Budrys mentioned that his article in this issue is doing double duty;
it was written both for YANDRO and as a "training manual" for Playboy
Press. (So if you want to cash in on those fancy checks they hand out up
there, study this one.)
With luck, we might get the next issue out in two or three weeks, with
all the material that was crowded out of this issue for one reason or an
other. With more luck, I might get my correspondence caught up.
RSC

DICK LUPOFF
Has YANDRO turned into an N^F-type journal of advice to aspiring auth
ors? I111 join the parade of people writing on this topic- although I
don't really think any aspiring author will learn too much’from this art
icle. Maybe you’ll find it entertaining, at leasts
, Oh, for the sake of YANDTtO’s aspiring author readership, let me Intro
duce myself; the Old-Timey Fan readers know me already and can skip this
Paragraph. For somewhat over a year now I’ve been the editor of Canaver
al Press. CP Issues hardbound editions of the works of Edgar Rice Bur
roughs; at least it has for the past three years. Right now we’re ex
panding to take in other (and living) authors, At least, that’s our hope,
frankly, .things are Tough, We have found out from bitter experience what
-je knew all along anyhow, but had no power to control: that when a book
ls available in two editions, one selling for $3.50 and the other selling
“W,or 50&, most people will buy the cheap edition. I hope CP does
i;t wind up in the bankruptey courts, but those paperbacks make things
Pougho
All of which leads to the
first lesson of book editing, es
pecially hardbound book editing:
when you buy a property, see to
it that you control the'property.
You don’tr have to" own suWMLlary
rights, but you must control them
to make sure that the author does
n’t sell ’em out from under you
and leave you sitting with a highpriced edition while everyone buys
the pb.
Strange things can happen to
an editor. This past spring, for
instance, I had planned to pub
lish two collections of Burroughs
novelets. One was to be called
"BEYOND THE FARTHEST STAR and
other Science Fiction Stories."
Call this BFS for short. The
other was to be called TALES OF
THREE PLANETS.
BFS was to contain the follow
ing stories:
"Beyond the Farthest Star" (a
— novelet from a pre-war Blue Book)
"Tangos Returns" (unpublished
sequa to the preceding story)
"The Resurrection of JlraberJaw" (from a pre-war Argosy)

"The Scientists Revolt" (from the
second issue of Fantastic Adventures)
"John Carter and the Giant Men
of Mars" (from an old Amazing)
"Skeleton Men of Jupiter”(ditto)
"The Wizard of Venus" (unpub
lished novelette)

Each book would also contain a
short introduction by (blush) my
self. There was only one real
problem, and that was the story
"The Scientists Revolt". And
there were two things wrong
with TSR. First was that it
is a terrible, terrible
story. I know some readers
have a low regard for all
of Burroughs, but believe
me, this is incredibly bad
even if you’re a Burroughs
fan.
The second thing wrong with TSR is that Burroughs didn’t write itr
Ray Palmer did. Well, that’s not quite fair. In 1922 Burroughs wrote
a terrible detective story called "Beware" which he was unable to sell
to anybody. Clever editors! In 193$ Palmer needed a Burroughs story
fast, and all ERB had on hand was "Beware", which was not SF. Palmer
took it anyhow, revised it to give it a slight stfnal gloss, and thus
TSR.
'
•
My choice, then, was between the original version, which was (1)
rotten and (g) not SF; and the published version which was (1) still
rotten and (2) not authentic Burroughs. I leaned unhappily toward the
"Beware" version.
Then Ian Ballantine entered the picture. He has paperback rights to
many of Canaveral’s ERB books, including the two Mars novelettes planned
to T3P. Oh, I should mention that "Skeleton Men of Jupiter" is a Martian
storyc Nemmine why, it just is. He does not (or at least did not then,
and to my knowledge still does not) have rights to WoV; Ace had published
Burroughs’ four Venus novels, and would presumably get WoV if/when pb
rights were granted.
So TALES OF THREE PLANETS would be a distinct embarrassment for Ian.
He asked us if we could drop the Venus story from T3?. It was too
good to leave unpublished, so I suggested that we could put it into
BFS, and drop that problem story, "Beware"/"The Scientists Revolt" al
together. We did just that, and changed the name of the book BEYOND
THE FARTHEST STAR etc., to TALES OF THREE PLANETS. Now Ace has pub
lished BFS but not the other two stories from the book — 11 Jimber—Jaw”
and "Wizard".
The 'book that* had been planned
'TALES OF THREE PLANETS became JOHN
CARTER OF MARS, but it was some 20,000 words short of its planned length.
Ballantine had an idea. "Why don’t you —" nodding to Jack Blblo and
Jack Tannen, the owners of Canaveral Press, "have your editor write a
20,000 word introduction?"
"Marvelous," replied Jack and Jack. Their editor sat in a stunned
condition. You must understand, gentle reader and aspiring author,
7

□hat the editor of Canaveral Press works,. full-time Tor a corapuber^manu——
facturer editing technical manuals, and Is editor of Canaveral Press
during lunch hours, evenings, weekends and holidays. He could write
20,000 words but he did not know when.
Some months later the introduction was completed. It ran to 3$,000
words,. The publishers of Canaveral Press were pleased with It, but felt
that it would overpower the book, Could it be cut to say, 5,000 words?
No.
10,000?
It could be cut to 25,000 with ease, to the originally specified
20,000 with difficulty, but no farther.
Could the editor then write a wholly new Introduction, of 3,000 to
5,000 words?
•
He could, but then the book would be rather slim. Hmmmm, this was a
problem. The secretary of Canaveral Press (she enters the story here
only) had a clever suggestion to offer: Publish a slim book.
we checked the sales records of earlier CP books and found that there
was no connection between thickness and sales, and so JOHN CARTER OF MARS
MARS is now In production as a slimmer book. Still not real skinny.
It should be over 200 pages, but 11*3 (shhhj) padded. Buy It to Find
Out How.
Meanwhile, what are we going to do with that 30,000 word Introduc
tion? If we cannot cut it drastically, can we expand it to 60,000 words
or more? We can. We will. We will then publish It as a book ARI Its
Own this fall. We will become wealthy and/or famous. We will write the
second 30,000 words of our book as soon as we finish doing a couple of
Really Important Things, like writing articles for fanzines. Let us
keep our Sense of Proportion, above all.
In the course of researching our book about Burroughs we have made
a couple, of interesting discoveries. One is that John Carter and his
planet Barsoom were, shall we say, borrowed, from two books by a fellow
named Edwin Lester Arnold. We brought this fact to the attention of our
friend Don Willhelm to the result that one of the books Involved, LIEUT.
GULLIVAR JONES, is shortly to have its first edition under the title
GULLIVER OF MARS, with an introduction by (blush) myself. (By the waythose two spellings of Gulllv-e/a-r are strictly stet.)
We have also made some rather curious discoveries about the ancestry
of our friend John Clayton, Lord Greystoke. But for heaven's sake, we
must hold something back to Induce you to Buy Our.Book*
1
But to get on to other authors than Mr. Burroughs and Ourselluf•...
The first non-ERB book we bought was SUBSPACE EXPLORERS by Doc Smith.
It is an excellent book but had a couple of flaws, one being a weak open
ing segment and other being an unconscious self-plagiarism from one of
the Lensman books. Doc swiftly rewrote the questioned sections, and the
book is now completed for early fall publication
(I hope by the Paclfic n/o Doc is, in addition to being an absolute titan in the development
of science fiction, a complete gentleman and ore of the most pleasant as
sociates with whom I have ever had the pleasure to work.
The second book was from Sprague de Camp. It is not finished yet,
but again, Sprague has proved most co-operative and pleasant to work
with. Ditto other authors with whom I’ve.worked: James Bllsh, Norman
L. Knight (yesl), Ed Ludwig.
,
I received a manuscript from John Rackham, and had to return It be
cause by that time we were overstocked, and even then exchanged a coupi
of very pleasant letters with him. Other authors with vhom I had rather
irui.tles-s--oerrespoxidenj3eG------- Avram Davidson,. Poul Anderson^ iRanr- Aclmny
— were all very pleasant to deal with. And maybe some time*...
8

But there was this one fellow, let’s call him Thomas Burton Johnson,
which is not his name but is close enough. He sent in a letter introduc
ing himself as the author of some fifty-five paperback originals. Most
ly sex novels, a few westerns. He was thinking of doing something Bette?
and had written this very fine Burroughs-type SF novel, which he thought
I might like to see.
It was about this future world in which there has been an atomic war,
and civilization is wrecked, and these people are trying to rebuild civ
ilization from the ruins. There is this hero, sort of a Tarzan-type,
who is sent on a sort of Quest of Various artifacts with which to rebuild
the world. ■
It could be handled either as a single novel, or as the first of a
long series. Should he send the manuscript?
Well, I wrote back and told him that I was glad he’d queried, but that
I wished he'd queried sooner, because while the story sounded okay, the
rationale of an atomic war was sort of overworked; couldn't he riieybe do
it by some other means, such as an alien blitzkrieg, for instance?
Back came a package.
It contained the manuscript and a cover letter. The letter took me
violently to task. ’’You and every other New York editor, non-writing,
type, wants to get his dlpsy-doodlers into my stuff,” wrote Mr. Johnson.
“None of them have made it yet and you’re certainly net going to now.
"Listen, if you think the atomic war is overworked. I’ve been read
ing about alien blitzkriegs for thirty years. I think the first and
best of them that I ever read was in Argosy around 1933* ••lt
And on, and on, and on, letting me know in no uncertain terms that
his creative masterpiece was not subject to my alteration, or even to
his alteration at my request.
Now I have no wish to play Campbell and lay down a party line. But
an editor has a duty, I think, to do more than pick and choose. He has
a duty to his publisher and to his writers to work with the writers, try
ing to get them to make their works the best they can. I had writtten too
several authors and asked for changes and they had made them.
When I told Ed Ludwig that I thought the happy ending to his book,
THE WINE OF VIOLENCE, was contrived, and that I thought the book should
be tragic, he replied that he wanted it to be tragic, but had felt con
strained to put an arm-in-arm into the sunset ending on It to sell it.
He would change it post-haste, and happily. Other authors welcome and
are happy to discuss criticism...from ®ditors and from readers in gener
al.
But Mr. TBJ had put me one a spot.
What if his book turned out to be a masterpiece, but with a single
severe flaw, the correction of which he even refused to discuss? Before
reading the manuscript I asked Larry Shaw and Bob Shea, both more exper
ienced editors than I, what they thought. They both Sf.td, "Reject It!"
I was still uncertain when I started Johnson's manuscript, called
something like "One Ray of Light In the Darkness," but before I'd got
very far into it I relaxed0
It stinks.
There Is a prologue which I absolutely forced myself to wade through,
and then when I got to Chapter I I thought, "I'll forget the prologue
and consider this the start of the book." It did not help at all.
Mr. Johnson's book is Incredibly inept. The author cannot even con
struct an English—language sentence. He quotes from fragments of sur
viving documents — The .Declaration of Independence, the Gettysburg Ad
dress — and he misquotes them. His characters are insufferable bores.
9

His idea of a "plot” is to have
a group of youths gather at the
feet of a Wise Old Man while the
W.O.M. sermonizes and catechizes
them. If an answer is wrong,
the youth is sent away, with an
Injunction to itstick around, I
may use you for something else.*
Presumably, at the end of
this selection process there will
remain only Our Hero and the Wise
Old Man, and the W.O.M. will then
send 0„H. on his Quest, and the
real story beginso But long be
fore reaching that point I gave
up and returned the manuscript
to the author.
I’m afraid that my letter of
rejection was less gentle than
It would have been to another
au thor.
Then there was the lady who wrote in telling me that she had written
six novels, and I could have any of them Shat I wanted. I didn’t want
any of them# Maybe they were good, though. They Just weren’t stf. But
can you imagine someone writing all those books and never marketing one?
And I suppose every publisher in the world receives slender volumes of
sensitive verse from maiden ladies in the midwest and/or California.. I
don't even read ’em any more. Err, to tell the truth, I never did0
Then there was the creator of the most famous continuity hero in the
history of fiction, who got shafted out of his rights and Is to this day
a slave on the payroll of the publisher who took his creation. You know
whom I mean?
■.
.
He wrote and suggested that Canaveral Press subsidize him so he could
quit his job writing for that publisher. Then he would sit home and write
a new series of continuity-hero novels for us that would make him famous
anew and rich to boot. I wrote back and suggested that he keep his job,
and send me three chapters and an outline of the first book of his pro
posed new series, and if that looked good we would give him an advance
and if the book was successful we woujDd consider a second, and so on,
r Back came a box of manuscripts half a foot high.
- There were screen treatments and scripts for unmarketable comic strips
("Angela, She Came From Heaven") arid unmarketable short stonies and out
lines and fragments. But no outline-and-three-chapters, or at least I
haven’t been able to find such in that treasure chest..
But I still have It, and If the author doesn't demand it back imme
diately I am going to go through it all, really, Real Soon Now., Maybe
right after I finish my book. Maybe there will be something useable.
Maybe there will even be three chapters and an outline.
The other day I got my very first "Dear Sir: Do you think I should
try to become a professional writer when I am older" letter. I guess
this means that I have arrived.
My reply to the youngster was: "Of course. Everyone should."
T.remember the old days in Galilee, when even a carpenter’s kid could
grow up to be Jesus Christ.
'
(.......... Dean McLaughlin

I hear the Clevantlon Committee has asked Anse Hatfield to be chairman...

^by------------- ----- Ckgib

ouui yb

The previous discussion in these pages concerned itself with the
original paperback suspense novel as it was constituted some five years
agOc Since then, of course, the James Bond story has heavily influenced
the field, to the extent that narrative detail—what kind of fast car
pursues the villain; who tailored the hero’s impeccable evening attire;
which room of the most exotic casino in the world is stained with the
good friend’s blood—has become more important. More important with it
has become the Fu Manchu touch—the introduction of not-quite-bellevable
technology, only a hairline past the common technology of the day tor a
baroque distortion of present technology, such as Dr. No s armored-car
flamethrowing dragon or the naval periscope from the Istanbul sewers to
the baseboard mousehole in the Soviet embassy). Added to these are
Bond’s Simon Templar personality slightly cut with essence of Spillane,
as if the scientist who bred the Saint’s giant ants had gotten Sebastian
Tombs and Hoppy Uniatz partway melded in a rosewood matter transmitter□
The result has its roots in all these sources, as do Matt Helm and the
earlier Shell Scott, and the whole school
can be related back through Sax Rohmer
and Leslie Charterls—and Eric Ambler,
and G-eoffrey Household’s Rogue Male—to John Buchan, EoW. Hornung's' Ka'fTles,
and even the antlscientifio, mysoglnistic fiddling viper of Baker Streetwho got the warms only for fallen
womenQ But all that is only persi flage; within actually narrow limits,
the plots and their twists remain much
the same; whether the current prefer
ence is for lemon twist or a mint gar
nish, the basic mixture is always near
ly as before.
I still cannot tell you why, except
that this is the way the readers want
it—and, perhaps because of a universal
human attribute, is the way writers
feel it best. It therefore behooves
would-be commercial writers to be know
ledgeably aware of ltc
Understand me, now; we are neither
discussing nor excluding art. We are
discussing a particular kind of liter
ary creativity called storytelling,
which constitutes the major bulk of
day-to-day activity among working wri
ters. This form of activity mayor /

may not be intended primarily to make- money-. Certainiy^^trhe'^ajordty
of even highly-paid writers would not write if there was no some sort
of continual satisfaation in it for them. Some are compulsive wri
ters; some consider systematic hackwork an art form in itself, perhaps
the same sort of art that popsicle stick skyscraper models might be.
Some genuinely believe there is no higher literary art, and that such
prose expositors as are called ’’literary artists” by the book reviews
are in fact emotlonally-overwrought postadoleseents writing for the
grandest school bulletin of them all. Some, especially In recent
years with the model of Graham Greene before them, take the commercial
story for the base on which to construct "genuine” novels which might
be called paracommercial stories... The range of motivations among
writers Is wide. The public, however, does not seem to care a fig;
writers are constantly discovering that their most devoted readers do
not buy the finished product for any of the reasons that created it.
And, of course, it Is the "literary artists” who frequently make more
money with one book than an average-good, medium-popular, securely en
trenched storyteller can earn in a lifetime’s good living. There is
nothing more interesting, to a man who has been called a shameless
hack more than once or twice, than the sight of a literary artist as
siduously cashing In on his one slim book with personal appearances on
TV. autographing parties, lecture tours, ephemeral magazine ’’featuret
tes" printed for the sake of his byline at high prices and, ultimately,
the Hollywood scripting and story-consulting job, or the fiction edi
tor’s berth on some prestigious masthead.
Please understand me again—all I am saying is that some of the
damnedest thiggs turn out to be commercial writing, for the damnedest
reasons, and no mere human being can presume to judge the Universe in
which they occur. If, however, you reading this are interested in a.
systematic approach to the problem of writing for sale, then it is 1
time, and past time, for me to abandon all this personally enjoyable
commentary and proceed to the business of explaining how I believe it
can be done, with some attention to why it should be done.
Original paperback novels are of course only one aspect of this
whole artifact, and at this point we double back to the basic handful
or bricks; the elements without which no piece of writing is a "story”
by strict craft definition.
.
These are three. A story must have actors, the actors must have
actions to perform, and these actions must occur on some stage. In
the jargon of the trade, what we are talking about is characters,
plot, and locale: John struck Henry in the arboretum^// With a mighty
convulsion of his muscles, John lashed out. Henry, reeling under the
Impact of the flashing fist, fell into the ailanthus.// The blow was
short, sharp, and immediate. John hardly seemed to have moved at all,
but Henry lay sprawled against the yielding trunk, which bent gradual
ly under his weight so that he slipped lower and lower, his limp hands
trailing into the ferns.//
;
And so on, through greater and greater elaborations, variations in
prose technique, scenic details, &c.// Struck, Henry reeled; sapling
ailanthus yielded; Henry sprawled, and all this while John seemingly
moveless stood. Why?//
And so we come to rationale; the reasons why John and Henry are
the way they are; the reasons why John struck Hgnry; the reasons why
they are where they are. I believe the accurate overall term for this
is "story line,” or alternatively "storyline,” as distinguished from
"plot" or, perhaps, as from "plotline." Some of these jargon dlstlno—
ns are ob&cu re , —and/or .vary- from r_egl on" ’to - regl onr _. S crip t wr it ing

for example, has its own terminology using some of the same t-erms ns
well as others, and the terminology varies from East Coast to West
Coast scripting, as well as from TV, radio, and ^motion picture writing.
For our purposes here, there is a distinction between plot and story
line, plot being the pattern of action, storyline being the pattern of
motivated action.,
The rationale of character is called characterization. Who is John,
tfhat is he, that Henry should be struck by him? And who, and what, is
Henry?
The rationale of plot is called plotting. Where is John now, what
has led him here to strike Henry, and where shall he run to?
Plotting and characterization together are the simultaneous cause
and result of motivation. Why is John such that he struck Henry? What
purpose, what need, has slung Herry upon the insubstantial frame of the
Tree of Heaven, and when John flees on his further pursuits, will Henry
follow in tears or laughter, should Henry follow at all?
The rationale of setting, or locale, determines a story's "category,11
e If John struck Henry in the Martian arboretum, we know what kind of
story we have here; we know which markets will consider it for public a—
-tion, and we know who will read it, In other words, incidentally, it
is an organic part of storytelling, not mere peddiary, to have one's
audience and market well in mind; without these things having been de
cided beforehand, a ompleted story is theoretically Impossible.
Simple "John/struck/Henry/in/the arboretum" has stopped being an
easily diagrammed structure of nearly independent segments. What we
have now is a three-dimensional webwork with the beginnings of the
multiple cross-connections and various but, ideally, balanced tensions
on which the facades of the story will be hung. It is really still
simple; at no stage does it become truly complicated; like the stepby-step illustrations in the Instruction booklet for wiring a hi-fi
component kit, the diagrams grow increasingly difficult to follow when
looked at cold, or from the middle toward the far end, but in actual
practice the kit is wired, the component usually functions, and most
of the actual work is simple, in fact sometimes tediously so, and for
the even moderately practiced hand, much of the work is automatic and
the relationships are established un- or sub-consciously.
It is time now to talk about what Is a "practiced hand" and thus
to include the writers we all know who simply sit down at the type
writer, tap out a lead sentence, and then settle back in a sort of
appreciative detachment, reading what they're writing as their fingers
do the rest of the story seemingly out of thin air.
Well, a practiced hand is a writer who is past his first half-dozen
or so sales in reasonably close succession. If making the first sale
is traditionally, and correctly, known far and wide as a difficult en
terprise, making the second, third and fourth is equally, though dif
ferently, difficult. There is such a thing as the one-story author—
the writer who has somehow gotten hold of one story so unique that he
is able to write and sell it despite a variety of personal incapabili
ties which will subsequently prevent him from ever writing a saleable
story again. There very definitely is such a thing as a writer who is
so overcome with the various effects of his first sale that he subse
quently renders himself incapable of continuing. And there are many
writers who suffer from these conditions to some degree, so that they
soli only ot widely-separated intervals. It Is a sad fact of life,
discovered.by all neophyte professionals, that one sale does not en
title a writer to full membership in the profesalonal freemasonry.
There are very few functional social barriers between the usual author
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of a dozen published stories and the usual author of several hundred,
gut some professionals have very much taken to heart the fact that
every season sees its flock of promising rookies, and its rookie-of—
the-year, who may never be seen again after the first snowfall except
as increasingly pathetic nuisances at parties.,
This is not in fact an instance of snobbery, though of course some
people may gladly seize the excuse to practice it on respectable and
intelligent individuals who just don’t happen to be the right color
■•■"iside
heads. It is the professional’s reaction to the would-be
Ltliow craftsman who has never owned his tools or has pawned or lost
them. There is a direct parallel for this behavior throughout the
skilled trades generally; an auto mechanic is expected to bring his.
own kit, and to have it stocked with the appliances necessary to the
job he has signed on for. Only one exception is made to this auto
matic—and nearly helpless—process of withdrawal from the "serai—pro,”
and that exception is made for the writer who has successfully, over
the years, "let the story write itself.-,” That is, to the apparently
empty-handed mechanic in whose presence engines spring to life of their
own accord.
This figure is a recognized phenomenon in professional waiting.
He is a distinct personality-type—actually, x can think of two, one
in the great majority, jifst offhand—whose finished product is gen
erally indistinguishable from that of the conscious craftsman, but
who, either boisterously or very quietly, expresses great contempt
for discussions such as the one we are co? i ting right here. I am
not referring to the literary figure who sneers at hacks—this is a
horse of another type—but to the working, steadily-earning writer
who simply has something in the back Of his mind that automatically
produces saleable stories popular with the same people who buy the
stories of the conscious workers., I make no attempt to explain him.
I suggest he may intuitively be going through precisely the same pro
cesses undergone by his equally rare polar opposite, the man who has
to cover reams with notes and actual diagrams before he can turn to
Page One of his manuscript. But this suggestion sounds like a cop-out
to me. It may be valid, nevertheless; in either case, that sort of
individual cannot be learned from, and does not need to learn. He
has left this essay at some very early stage and is fulminating at
the waste of space this piece represents. I wish him well; I envy
him; and you and I must go on, because for us there is no royal road.
It isn't enough to plot, characterize, s6t, and rationalize—not
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ordinarily, though professional writers will limit themselves* to these
elements from time to time. Consider this passage:
' ■
■ John faced Henry in the arboretum. Here was the man who had des polled his sister on nine planets and countless asteroids. He felt his
massive chest heaving for breath. The muscles of his torso corded slow
ly into bulging bands of living steel. The bands writhe d, and his arms
flaw up without his conscious will. There was the sound of work-hardened
’bone and cartilage on the gaming--room pallor of Henry’s face. Henry lay
entangled In the ailanthus sapling, staring glasslly up at him...
And now, let us try this:
X.£.ene II: Henry is discovered on the arboretum set. John steps from
behind a fern.
'
------------------------------- K---------^HoIq-Gard Hank, you've despoiled my sister on nine planets
and countless asteroids!"
John strikes Henry, who falls into a tree.
Despite such examples, there are uses for dialogue. As you know,
some writers have developed this into so multifarious a device that
they have been able to write successful novels using dialogue only:
, Hank. Hank, wait up, God damn you. Don't you move! No use runnin', I‘11 get youo"
"All right, Jack; so you've caught up with me. What about it?"
Hank, you lousy bottom-dealing interplanetary bum, you done it to
bls on Mercury. You done It to her on Venus. Earth, Saturn, Jupiter.
Neptune. You been to Pluto with her. You treated her like a dogf Now
you ve got.her stashed out In this here arboreetum thing, here, and
you're fixin' to do It again. You cut it out! You just cut it out,
hear?"
’
"Same to you, square."
"Take that!"
"Ouch! God damn it."
"There. That'll fix ya. Now I guess I can go back home to Ma and
satisfy her you're gonna do right by Sis,,"
"Walt! Aintcha gonna help me git out of this tree?"

But between the extremes of the writer who uses nothing but dialogue,
and the equally rare but real bird who uses none at all, lies the area
in which the writer of prose is in fact a playwrights
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^ddly enough, I have never seen a man.uscrlpt'Tjy any writer, -except
the most conscious craftsman who has evolved his craftsmanship over
many years, which did not betray an immediate awareness that prose dia
logue is an artificial, working part of a conscious creation. In fact,
the mark of the amateur is his artificial-sounding dialogue, as distin
guished from the practiced hand’s 11 real-sounding” dialogue which is
actually performing even more work than the amateur’s plainly is.
... j-'here are probably as many estimates of the proper balance between
dialogue and narrative as there are writers. This characteristic esti
mate is normally one of the surest clues to the real authorship of
pseudonymous pieces, along with sentence lengths and rhythms, which
are, again,- a sort of dialogue between writer and reader. But we are
talking about an applicable standard here; one which the beginning
writer can use until he is ready to modify it to his individual needs.
And for those purposes, as good a guide as any is that characters and
settings should be described in action and appearance whenever this
would be more succinct than doing it in dialogue, and characters should
speak those things which can be succinctly expressed in speech. General
ly, it is pointless to include ”1 see you’re wearing a brown sweater”
in a speech between John and Henry. Generally, no useful purpose is
served in narrating that John could see Henry was in the mood to sneer
rather than admit to the reasonableness of John’s position. And the
handiest way to arrive at this running series of decisions is to visual
ize the characters on stage before an audience; to narrate what the set
designer and director have done, and put in quotes what the dialogue
director has done, alternating these passages in the order of their im
portance to the senses of the audience, The audience will see Henry’s
brown sweater before it hears John speak. It will turn its attention
away from the visuals as the exchange between the two characters reaches
a climax, it will return to the visual element of the tree as Henry im
pacts upon it, and the crash of broken branches will come to it an in
stant later.
You have all heard the good advice about speaking your dialogue aloud
to yourself as you edit your copy, and about fully visualizing each
scene as you describe it. This need for balancing speech, action, and
setting, based on the storyline and characterization, is why this"is
good advice. Though you may find it easily possible to speak dialogue
aloud within the outer silence of your mind.
It is also a good idea to remember that this is not, in truth, an
actual play, and certainly not the last bad play you saw in the high
school assembly hall; certain conventions of cramped stagecraft, such
as the First Act maid who answers the ’phone and conveys the family
history while incidentally telling the caller that Modom is out, may
safely be discarded for somewhat less condensed alternate techniques.
However, it is also necessary to remember that the ideal play is
fully and satisfactorily concluded at the precise instant the final
certain comes down. This goes by the name of ”resolution”, but in
order to arrive at the resolution, certain prior conditions must have
been met, some of them before the first word went down on paper.
It is necessary for you—if you are still with me—to have a satis
factory story plan. You must know what story you are going to write,
why this story is more worth writing now than some other story, and
how it is going to come out. If you know these things, and can keep
them under control as you proceed, the right resolution will arrive
properly, at the correct time. The number of specific know points In
.your plan will depend directly on how many complications you plan in
the plot,—and ..indirectly on the. oharacter and locale elements. The
more complicated your characters, and. tho .more characters,, yoii-Jieve.,. the
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more people will have to be satisfactorily accounted-for at the moment
of resolution. The nature of the general locale, the number of specific
sets you are going to need, and their physical distribution, must in
part be determined by your need to confine your resolution to an easilyseen locale. It Is not vitally necessary to know all these things be
fore you sit down to write, <5f course, of few of us would ever write
very much. But you had better have put yourself in the way of learning
or determining them rather early in the game, or you will find yourself,
like at least one nevertheless excellent and successful writer I knew,
having to find valid reaenns for killing half your characters before
you can manage a resolution for the remainder.
Now, fell this, like most things about writing for sale, can hardly
• help but sound more complicated than it really is. (There is, by the
way, an excellent out-of-print book, called WRITING TO SELL, by Scott
Meredith, which Is worth the effort of being looked for or obtained
through a dealer. Mr. Meredith Is the agent for a great number of high
ly successful writers, and also offers a manuscript-reading and criti
cism service on a fee basis. Mr. Meredith is not my agent. WRITING TO
SELL is the only valuable book on commercial writing I have ever read.)
Parenthetical aside completed, I remind you that you have one great ad
vantage over an intelligent allanthus tree which might be reading this
essay in earnest study. That is your shared humanity with your reader.
What seems reasonable and attractive to you will seem the same to a
great many other people. What excites you, what arouses your curiosity
and draws you deeper into a story, will, If you transmit it, do the
same for your reader. Eurtherraore, once you have arrived at even the
faintest glimmering of even one element of what could be a good story;
a character, one situation, one scrap of dialogue...almost anything
which could subsequently prove to be a functional piece of a genuine
story..,your brain will begin searching for its significance and its
relationship to other things it might know or dream, and your story
will begin to snowball Into motion. Your, difficulty will not be in
generating additional plot twists, characters, speeches, or settings.,
it will be in keeping the storyline from tangling itself in offshoots
and false scents. A writer Is his own first editor, and let us now
go to meet an editor, from the inside.
Like any other reader, an editor can have only accidental Insights
into a given writer*s motives or methods, and usually has no interest
In them. He is concerned only with what can be found in the actual
manuscript Itself. If he is a senior editor, and his duties Include
maintaining good political relations with writers and keeping close
contact with them, he may indeed have an abiding Interest in their per
sonalities, but even then he will close the door on that compartment of
his mind when functioning as a reader of manuscripts. It Is his Job to
determine whether or not a piece of prose is really a story, and once
' that has been decided, whether It is a satisfactory story. As the edi
tor of a commercial publication, he will rarely think in terms of Wgood"
or 11 bad”, though'he will lapse into this sloppy idiom when actually dis
cussing the story. When thinking about It, he thinks in terms of ”usefulH and ’’useless", and his grasp of degrees within these opposing cat
egories will be precise.
All right not—presupposing a commercial publication for a general
audience—that is, presupposing ninety percent of all publications—what
things the editor considers most useful will be these, and in this or
der;
If his Is a category market, is the story in his category?
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Does it compel his Interest- frora beginning to end, engaging..his-at—
tention immediately and resolving itself satisfactorily?
Why can’t it be either bought immediately or bounced summarily?
This is the order of importance, and it is the last question, and
the manner in which he arrives at useful solutions to it, that makes
the difference between editing and working in an editorial shop. If
stories were either good or bad, there would be a better excuse for
the generally low scale of editorial pay. The fact is that most sto
ries fall somewhere in between total uselessness and an acceptable
degree of usefulness, and therefore much of an editor's time is spent
in examining the story and testing it against an additional set of
standards; asking of himself the same questions that the author should
properly have asked of himself before considering the job done, or,
even more preferably, before sitting down to commit the story to paper.
The basic standard definition of a useful story might well be:
ft narrative, complete in itself, containing an immediate problem of
importance to the reader, and culminating In a dramatic, valid solu
tion to the problem through a continuous series of increasingly in
teresting steps.
This definition, we might note in passing, is nearly as applicable
to nonfiction as it is to fiction, and translates easily whether your
narrative is in verse, on stage, or on film. But it does require some
further definition of individual terras.
"Complete in itself simply means that the main title for your
shcrt st.ory.^.^povej..^ serialized novel, trilogy, tetralogy, or Five-Foot
Shelf, should describe"gome one
package which can be seen to
have a beginning, middle, and
end.
"An Immediate prob
lem" means both a personal
problem and a problem which
makes Itself manifest early
Ln the story, before the
reader's Initial Interest
has been lost. In fiction,
by far the most common way
of personally interesting
the reader 16 to give him
a protagonist he can strong
ly identify with, and then
InrpoBje. the .personal’ problem
on the protagonist. The
protagonist can be a hero
or a villain, but he has got
to possess attributes which
will connect with attributes
the reader finds within him
self and either wishes to
see magnified or is afraid
of, or both. One of the
common cries about commer
cial fiction is that the
writers always work to
please the reader. This is
both the concealed whole
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truth and an obvious half truths
"Pleasing," in the phrase "pleas
ing to the reader," is properlydefined as "possessing the quali
ty of responding to pleas; to be
in accord with the secret wishes
of the suppliant irrespective of
his expressed desires." In com
mercial fiction with villain pro.1,^
tagonists, "pleasing" is a fre
quent antonym for "desireable,"
" Culminating...through a con’
tinuous series of increasingly iny ✓
teresting steps" is usually ac
complished by plotting the hero
Z. k
along a chain of increasingly dan
gerous and discouraging situations,
each of which proves In the end
to have represented one real step
forward toward the "dramatic,vali
’ t
id solution to the problem," Drama
I
’
does not have to be melodrama; it
\
does have to be an onstage happen\
ing of manifest importance and
\
proper intensity, in accordance
'
with the storyline, at whose con
clusion the previously stated
problem is clearly solved or the
—
villain is clearly defeated.
CzrZ
John, having followed Henry across
the Solar System and through the
/
hideous perils of the Martian
wastes, finally Intercepts him as
the result of unremitting deter.
ruination, good deduction as to
his whereabouts, and advantag
eous use of John's inner resources.
does not get
His fist
on nwu-j
Henry'so j
jow, and Henry
isi impacts wu
“-J falls
— down and
see
Henry
for
the
and final
scene,
up, In
.
'’ _ next,
a
.
... John
T- John's
.
J_to— Jb_sister
1— — "I*bosom
z-* zw will/-»'
and
return
with
the
of
their
family®
the bluff he Iras
7t'la'st' and the Pequod j.111 go down,
and only a coffin, and a man, will be left bobbing
bobbing-atTthe
at the concenter
When an'editor encounters one of the majority of stories that can
not be bought or bounced Immediately, and which therefore must
thought about much more efficiently than any story at either of the ex
tremas in this range, he cannot stop to go Into motivations or othe.^
extraneous matters. The day is hurrying by; the retailer is waiting
for the finished publication. The wholesaler is Yal\lnf, J
dies so he can throw them on his trucks, The national distributor s
warehouse. a?rew, circulation manager, comptroller, traffic manager a.
promotion director are waiting. The freight carls wai^n§ a
rei
printer's siding, Tne binding machinery is waiting. The Presses ar.
waiting. The engravers and typesetters are waitIng...and every ne
them is drawing pay while the editor ponders. In the case of a nation
al publication with two million newsstand readers, a subscription 1
of half a million, four regional editions carrying a total of three
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full pages of ©dver-tlelr.- pt thousarrie o-f' <5nf] a**® pw Page

dach placed against a guarantee ot audience and on-sale date, ever£
ticking second is the further onset of disaster. Even for a pulp
magazine damned near hand—printed on old butcher paper and produced
in a total run of 35>OOO» the disaster is equally real to the pub
lisher though the fallout radius will not be as great. Accordingly,
the editor rapidly but methodically takes the story apart, search
ing for the absence of any of the vital elements and qualities de
fined above, or for weaknesses therein should they all be present.
On his findings, he bases his decision to now bounce the story cold,
bounce it with a note, bounce it with a letter, bounce it with a let
ter suggesting a revise at the author’s own risk, accept it on the
condition that certain specific revisions will be made, or accept it
outright with the proviso that minor repairs will be made in the shop.
Where revisions are made, they will be ©valuated purely in terms of
their usefulness, not in terms of the writer’s feelings.
This is the professional writer's life, with all that it Implies—
the need for discipline, for an acute self-critical faculty, and as
much of a tolerance as he can develop toward editorial foibles which
may seem, or may even be, stupid. It is also the professional edi
tor's life, with exactly the same implications and exactly the mirror
image of the heartache potential In changing another man's work. It
is not, popular opinion ©r surface appearances to the contrary, a
free, unfettered life lacking in care or the need for devoted courage,
it is also not mechanical or otherwise crass, but of this I have never
been able to convince anyone whose opinion was to the contrary. Nor
Is commercial writing necessarily the best and most valuable writing
of all, though I have not had much luck with the partisans of that
position, eltherc
And all this long, long while I have said nothing about the need
’r. understand the language in which one writes, and the need to use
and transmit its felicities on behalf of the story while avoiding
or transforming its weaknesses^ This faculty, like intelligence,
is necessary to editor and writer alike, but I have come a fair way
down a sorry path to discover that they can never be acquired or
taught, and can be schooled only by those who have them and possessed
their potential at birth.
if ladies from Los Angeles are Angelenas, are ladles from Las Vegas
Vaginas?
....Lewis Grant (naturally)
EXCELSIOR

by Raymond F. Clancy

I climbed to the top of Everest,
I sailed in a free balloon;

I rode a kite in the days of Wright,
And now I'm off to the moon!
Jeloome thy neighbor to thy._fallout-.shelter. He'll come in handy if you
run cut of food.
.....Dean McLaughlin
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Pick Lupoff, 210 E. 73rd 3t., New York 21, N.Y.
dust a quick note that I was going to put on a postcard until I
discovered that I’m all out of postcards: just as well, more room
here:
(1) Alexei Panshin suggests that THE NIGHT SHAPES was a parody by
James Bllsh of the Jungle Stories story; he also asserts that it has
two oddly-matched halves. Both of these assertions are explained by
the fact that THE NIGHT SHAPES was originally two stories, rather
casually smeared together to make the book. And where did the two
stories originally appear? Right, Jungle Stories. One ought really
to do a little checking; one need not be anintimate of Mr. Bllsh to
get this information (although he did tell me in the flesh), one need
only read the fan press. It was all told in Shaggy a nissue or two
back...by me.
----- ---.
(2) Mr. Panshin mentions P.J. Farmer's THE GREEN ODYSSEY, a book
beloved of mine, and I'm glad that he does. But in citing sources,
Mr. Panshin might be interested to learn that Mr. Farmer’s rolling
land-ship is an exact copy of a rolling landship called The Fortuna
in a book by Robert Louis Stevenson’s son—in—law, Lloyd Osborne. Mr.
Osborne's book, THE ADVENTURER, appeared in 1907.
/The fact that Bllsh*s stories appeared in JUNGLE
STORIES does not invalidate the idea that they
were parodies; Poul Anderson used to regularly
write parodies of PLANET STORIES yarns, many of
which (perhaps all of which) appeared in PLANET,
Incidentally, a fair share of the story was told
in BANEs g and 9 — by myself and BHsho
RSC/
Dark Pearson, 22305 Frederick Rd., Chicago Heights, Ill., 6oUn
Please give me the official address of the Clevention Committee. I
want them to carefully define what they mean by "cause", and promise
to stick to it. Right now. they could bar Breen because they are not
certain that he is not a child molestor. Before I again support Cleve
land in '66, I would like to have them publicly define cause.
Damnation, CRY has died. Just a little while ago, BANE passed on.
Don't you dare fold at #175.
RE: John Boston and THE SPIRE. Being from MIT, I have yet to hear
of a Bishop who could afford to build a Spire as high as architects
and engineers could design it.
So science has caught up to sf in many areas and even passed it? I
flgree, it s sad, but true. The information explosion (my yearly scientlilc periodical bill is about $75 and would be more if I had the mon
ey/ and the dearth of journals that can be comprehended by someone not
SCIENTIFT?nIwRT?LVlth Ah^ufield
the very notable exception of
bL1LN1 IFIC. AMERICAN), and the accelerating progress is leaving many af
wrltem far behind* If many scientists and engineers pre incapable of
keeping up, how can sf writ erg he expected to do it?
_
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anything except escape from the
July sun, I passed an ancient
soda fountain that had not been
used in years, and saw some turnof-the-century Westerns on a
table. There were more old com
ics. A low, nearly unlntelllgable-with-age voice creaked,"May
I help you?" The man was as old
as his stock, none of which ap
peared to be of the last decade.,
Fearing that he had some idea of
the value of the comics, I offer
ed him a nickle a piece, ^since
they were used-1, He replied that
they were a dime, since he could
return them for a refund. I pur
chased all those available. He
claimed to have no more in back
or elsewhere, and as thoro a
search as I could make without
disturbing him revealed no more.
As I left, he told me to return,
since he would be getting more
in. That was two years ago.
Since then, I have visited that
aged store many times, and have
obtained many comics—mint con
dition. I know not whether he
is senile, or perhaps thought he could fool me with the story of re
turning the unsold comics to the dealer (most likely both), but an ir
rational suspicion lingers that perhaps he is obtaining those comics,
comics that don't look used, from a dealer somewhere and somewhen....
No kidding, it's true. Then there was the store from which I obtained
over 100 comics (mostly DCs) from the early forties, mint and nearly
mint, for 25^ each...
Thank Foo for Andre Norton,in quality and quantity. 'Tis good that
she is not in immediate danger of dying and does not have a D". Sc which
could make popularized science writing much more profitable. She de
serves a Hugo, What about a special Hugo for Doc Smith? I think that
he certainly deserves onej Any ideas as to how I could increase the
possibility of this occurring someday?

[1 can't give you the official Clevention address;
I'm not even sure it has one, and with members get
ting mad and resigning right and left I'm not even
sure who the chairman is. (it was Joe Fekete last
week, but I won't guarantee anything for this week.)
Anyway* there is certainly plenty of time to"make up
your mind. If I was running the Cleveland bld, I'd
fire any committuo member who said another word about
Breen for the next IS months.
RSC
Well....if you're passing out technical plot gim raicks to would-be writers who have lots of charac
terisation and very little technical knowhow, a,nd
if you’re not in any sort of hurry, you mlght^ toss
ar few plot hooks this way*..
JWC7
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Sharon Towle,, 16 27'Mass
chusetts Ave, NW, #102,
Washington, DC, 20036
Sf should, realize that
It may have its own lite
rary goals, which are not
the same as those of main
stream literature but are
equally legitimate. Some
writers seem to have re
alized this, but fandom
has not to my knowledge, except in one area. Fen plugging for the ser
iousness of (some) sf usually emphasize its extrapolative qualities.
This is one valid goal of sf that it doesn't share with mainstream.
Clarke's "A Fall of Moondust", for example, has extremely wooden char
acters and an essentially trite plot. But it is interesting as per
haps the most accurate guess as to what our first moonbase will be
like that can be made now. Not that the virtue redeems the faults —
except that really complex characters or plot would have tended to ob
scure the description. Here the traditional mainstream goald might
have interfered with the peculiarly sf goal; therefore a choice is nec
essary. This sort of problem, I think, needs to be explored by writers
and coherent discussion in the forum of fandom is one place to start.
Also, extrapolation is not the only legitimate goal peculiar to sf.
I’ll grant everything that Alexei Panshin
(you're getting more
corny pen-names these days!) has to say about van Vogt, and yet I find
his "Sidewise in Time" a very great work of science-fiction. And Isaac
Asimov's "End of Eternity" has the most wooden characters I ever hope
to meet; but It is also a great work of sf. Why? Because these books
made me realize the incredible extent of the universe. They gave me
a glimpse of what the word "infinity" means. This goal is not shared
by mainstream writing; but is shared, so mathematicians tell med'ip
not one and wouldn't know) by higher mathematics. These books I think
(expert opinions -would be most welcome) have translated a bit of the
wonder, of the "why” of pure math, Into words; and I've been told this
is a virtually Impossible task. And to realize the meaning of infinity,
this I think is.one aspect of "sense of wonder" that-belongs essential
ly to science-fiction rather than to fantasy or poetry. And here again
other fascinating elements, such as good characterization, would have
interfered..

/T7ur next photo-cover is going to fedure a picture of Alex
Panshin, just so I can point to it when people accuse him
of being a pen-name./ I guess my major revelation in sf,
which brought home the meaning of such phrases as "tthe
sweep of history" and the fact that we can envision the
future (or understand it if we did envision it) came from
Clarke's City and The Stars. (DeWeese will applnud that;
he’s been touting the book to.cveryone who will listen
for years.) It isn't easy to visualize that some day our
entire civilization will be dead and gone and forgotten,
but Clarke puts it across. It produces a great deal more
humility than any mainstream writing can do. (To all those
disbelievers; I am too humble, and if you don't like it
you can lump it.)
RSC/
Terry Carr. 4-1 Pierrepoflt §t*, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
I not ecT In #136 Andre Norton's comment that she wishes. Leigh Brack—

ett’a Eric John Stark stories would come out in pb. I agree whole
heartedly with her, and obviously Don Wollheim was ahead of her, be
cause in September Ace is bringing out a Brackett double: THE SECRET
OF SINHARAT and THE PEOPLE OF THE TALISMAN. The former is an expan
sion of QUEEN OF THE MERTIAN CATACOMBS , the latter of BLACK AMAZON
OF MARS, both Stark stories from Planet during Brackett’s best period.
I had the pleasure of copy-editing both these books—a task which is
virtually superfluous in her case—and I guarantee that they're both
first-rate Brackett. SINHARAT follows the original story fairly close
ly, but TALISMAN branches out after the first half of the old novelet
onto an almost totally different track.
Ted White's hornbook for writers in #137 is pretty good, marred by
a couple of minor errors of fact. For one thing, he's wrong in stat
ing that under Scott Meredith's fee reading system, 11 If the story's
good enough, he will market it for you, and will not charge the fee,
instead simply taking the standard 10% commission on the sale," On
the contrary: He will charge you the fee, whether or not he takes on
the story for marketing. The fee is for reading and evaluation, the
first steps; if, after that, the story seems good enough for marketing,
he'll take it on, and if he sells It he gets the 10% commission for
that work. (The fees, by the way, are a basic $10 for any story up
to 10,000 words; beyond that, it's an additional buck per thousand
words. If it's a novel, the fee is $35, unless it's over 150,000
words, in which case the fee's $65. These rates are somewhat higher
than those charged by other agents who read your stuff for a price;
on the other hand, as Ted mentiona, the Meredith agency seems to be
the only one that will actually give you value for your money when
the story's good)) I know of one other agent, by the way, who's a
real gouger. He'll read your stuff for a fee, and he'll market it
If it looks good, but apparently he signs you up with a contract giv
ing him a fantastic percentage of the take. When I was at Scott Mere
dith, an author who'd been mixed up with this guy came to as, told us
he'd sold five novels to Signet and wanted to change agents, but wasn't
sure he could because his former agent claimed he still owed him a
thousand bucks or so, after already having taken considerably more
than 10% on the saleso
The other error in Ted's place is really minor: Gamma1s rates are
not 2/ a word straight, but rather between 1 and 2/. And anyway, it
does seem likely the magazine's folded; last I heard, their printer
had gone into receivership. That wa six months or more ago.

Mike Deckinger, Apartment 10-K;
2$ Manor Drive, Newark, NJ, 0/106
Comparing Chester Anderson and
Michael Kurman to Lawr Janifer isn't
too far from wrong, since Janifer
was indirectly responsible for them
selling their novel (originally
titled MOTHER'S KNEE by the authors)
to Pyramid. They are both real,
too. Kurland is young and boyish
lo.oking, speaks quietly but distinct
ly, Anderson is older and vacil
lates unnervingly from serious talk
to foolish whimsey. Their 11 auto
biographies" in the book were writ
ten by themselve-a. ■ Anderson -oLalnieJ
that TEN YEARS TO DOOMSDAY uncon-

sciously was a parody involving at least half a-dozen top-wrtt&re. It
wasn't intended as such, but he found himself turning it into one,
■They're now hard at work on another sf novel, not a sequel to this.
John Boston certainly has a problem. He can:t decide whether Gold
ing was making Piggy the scapegoat in LORD OF THE FLIES or whether the
other characters in the book were responsible, I’m almost afraid to
point out that not only did Golding Invent Piggy, but he also invented
the other characters, and therefore everyone who plays a part is some
extension of the author, If Piggy is made a scapegoat then no one else
but Golding can take the blame, whether the narrative defines him as
one or whether the other boys build him up in their own Intellects as
one,
I think that most of the present day fans-turned-pro wrote better
’when they Tvere writing for fanzines. Cal Demmon is probably an excep
tion in one direction, I was never very impressed by his fanzine
pieces, and I think even less of the loose, meaningless fragments he*s
sold to F&SF,
Your compilation of outside sf writers, in answer to Norm Metcalf,
is a very varied and uneven list, as I'm sure you realize. And most
of those you name just dabbled lightly in the field (or many of them,
anyway). Nevll Schute was a well established name long before ONE THE
BEACH•appeared, Pat Frank has frequently written fthat might be termed
contemporary sf, like MR. ADAM, FORBIDDEN AREA, and ALAS BABYLON. These
books T-Tere sf in the strictest sense, but never promoted as such. And
they probably sold more copies than they would have if they were pre
sented otherwise. I never knew that Roger Lee Vernon had anything else
published outside an unfortunate collection of original shorts for Sig
net a few years ago. Ayn Rand is a philosopher, not a novelist, ATLAS
SHRUGGED and ANTHEM have science fictional elements, but they primarily
.especially ATLAS SHRUGGED) are meant ot be a vehicle to promote her
‘.nllosophy of objectivism, She doesn't write to entertain, but to
preach. Outside of THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN, which was an outrageous fan
tasy, Teriy Southern hasn't written any sf at all, unless you mean the
collaboration with Stanley Kubrick and Peter George on the screenplay
of Dr. Strangelove,
/Of course my list of 11 outside” sf writers is varied and
uneven; "outside” sf writers are varied and uneven. There
are even a few good ones, And there are very few "out
siders11 who have done more than dabble in the field. (The
ones who write stf and fantasy more or less regularly are
usually the best ones, also,) Vernon has had a novel pub
lished by Avalon—I heard somewhere that 'since he was a
Chicagoan, he loyally offered it to Advent first, and they
rejected it. It's as bad as the short stories, I agree
that Ayn Rand isn't a novelist, but as long as she keeps
writing bad novels I'm going to keep right one classing
her as a bad novelist. If she wrote straight philosophy,
she might be readable. You seem to imply that because she
preaches, her books aren't? really sf, * If they aren^'t, then
neither is 75% of the present magazine and pb output;. THE
MAGIC CHRISTIAN is exactly the sort of writing that I see
in secand„rate fanzines and the poorer issues of MAD. It
stunk,
RsC/

Any fan editor looking for a review here and not finding it should try the next issue of
DOUBLE BILL. (You may not find it there, either, but you can try.) In the future there
will probably be fewer fanzine reviews here, because I no longer have the time to bother
with a lot of the fanzines that I’m getting. (No names; editors that I intend to quit
trading with will be notified individually.)

DOUBLE:BILL /-9 (Bill Mallard!, 214 Mackinaw Ave., Akron, Ohio 44313 - irregular - 25^ co-editor Bill Bowers, British agent Charles E. Smith) This issue, like the last two, is
notable for "The DB Symposium", an 11-question thing which was answered by a total of 72
professional writers. This issue contains the third and final installment; if you missed
the first two, write for back issues or wait until the entire thing is published as a
giant one-shot, sometime in the misty future. (I don’t know whether a date has been set
for reprinting or not, but even if it has, don't count on it as definite.) Remainder of
the issue includes good book reviews, poor fiction, and odd bits of humor, editorials,
jazz columns, letters, verse, etc. The whole thing runs to 77 pages (36 of -them being
Symposium), so if you like big fanzines, here is one. Art and reproduction are both good,
and all in all it’s quite a bargain at the price.
Rating.........8
QUARK? #7 (Tom Ferry, 4018 Laurel Ave., Omaha 11, Nebraska - 25^ - no schedule listed)
Well, well. Geis is back and Berry’s got him — and can keep him, as far as I’m concerned,
I had quite enough of Geis the first time around. However, there is Walt Willis to add
lustdr with his "Harp That Once Or Twice" column, transferred from somewhere - WARHOON?
And Joe Pilati is generally good, though not this time. And Perry does pretty well, him
self — come to think of it, QUARK? is one of the most pleasant fanzines I’ve received
recently.
Rating...,6

PILLYGOCK ?/9 (John Boardman, 592 16th. St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 - no price or schedule
listed) This is a Cult zine, and ordinarily I wouldn’t review it. However, since he has
used rart of it to publicly tell me to go to Hell,....
He doesn't like my neutrality ever Breen. I don't
like his habit of rushing into prxnt -with emotional proclamations before bothering to
discover the facts, a habit which he has retained all thru the Breen problem and is still
doing; there is at least one flatly false statement in this issue.
-
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I've been getting fed up with Boardman for a long time, -This is no more than the
final straw, but final it definitely is, as far as I'm concerned.,
S F ART
(Japan S F Art Club, C/0 Y. Kaneko, 17 Hatsune Cho, Burkyo Ku, Tokyo, Japan price and schedule unknown) This mag is entirely devoted to fan art, good, bad and indif
ferent. Judging US fan art is hard enough, let alone trying to apply standards to the Or
iental product. At a guess, I'd say that Takeo Tanaka and M. Hata are very good artists,
with the rest being poor to mediocre. But I don’t guarantee to be correct —- if you’re
interested, write them and find out for yourself.

SHEFiNAC INTERNATIONAL ;/2 (Carl Brandon, Sdllskapsvdgen 7, Stockholm 48, Sweden - more
or less monthly - 12 for $1) But he'd rather have comments than money. Primarily con
cerned with Swedish fandom, although there are comments and news items on other European
fan and professional projects. There is also a trade page, for collectors. Stapled to my
copy was the Swodish-Tanguago version, which included a list of Hugo nominees.... I know
what "bfieta amatormagasin" means,, but it makes such an intriguing epithet in English. You
Msta, you. SWEFANAC is recommended for newshounds.
Rating...5
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"TJ.'-ITH #5 (Peter Weston, 9 PorloclHh*esceTrt, J^'orthfield, ,3ini!inghaia._31, Un gland-, --quart—
ci .y - 20^ - USAgent, Al Lewis, 1825 Greenfield Ave, Los Angeles) This features lovely
multilithed covers, fancy layout (but with a lot of show-thru; that's why we don’t use
white paper in YAIOIO), and a deadly serious approach to stf. There is an article on the
"Sector General" stories by White which includes a list of all of White's alien classifi
cations. I should think it would be invaluable to readers who care about this sort of
thing; I never could make heads or tails of White's system, but I was never much inter
ested in it, either. There are book and magazine reviews, an article on the British pb
firm, Four Square, a list of new books in both Britain and the US, a badly overwritten
sample of fan fiction, a fanzine review by Walt Willis, etc. Tops for the issue would be
a pseudo-biological farce reprinted from the (professional?) magazine ANIMATE; bottoms
would be Phil Harbottle's one-page comic strip made from a Fred Brown vignette. Not an
outstanding fanzine, but worth the attention of serious stf readers.
Rating............... 5

BURI (Marc Christopher, Box 132, Beverly Shores, Ind. 4-6301 - quarterly - 25?!) Nice
multilithed cover. The artist is no Krenkel (he's not up to ZENITH cover artist Eddie
Jones, either) but he's not bad. Reproduction isn’t too hot; he has greasy ink and a
hard-finish paper, which makes for a lot of show-thru. But it's readable, and he claims
that next issue will be completely photo-offset. There are a couple of Burroughs art
icles; Jeremy Barry's is mildly humorous as intended, but Ira Riddle's suffers from an
attempt to mix humor and serious commentary (and from the fact that the humor isn't
terribly funny to begin with). There is a review of "Dr. Strangelove" which is fairly
good (aside from my entire disagreement with the first two paragraphs) and some fiction
which is better than ZENITH's without being what you could call good. Oddly, the editor
ial and the editor's book reviews are the poorest parts of the mag. Marc can be enter
taining; he has been, in letters. But he doesn't show it here. I'd guess at a big im
provement in future issues, as he gets some practice and gets away from such amateurisms
as "each presents his views in a different way", "just about the only........ ", and quits
touting his contributors as the best in fandom. (Whether they are or aren't is up to
fandom to judge, Marc; you just present their material and if it's good they'll win
their own reputations and if it isn't nothing you can say will save it.) Not too good an
issue, but with a prospect of steady -improvement.
Rating... .3

SKYRACK #68 (Ron Bennett, 17 Newcastle Rd, Wavertree, Liverpool 15, Eng
land - 6 for 35/ — USAgent, me) The British newsletter. British fan and
professional news. Often includes riders; this time it's a two-pager from
Eric Bentcliffe, mostly concerned with the latest British convention.
Recommended if you want British news.
Rating...06
ROMANN #2 (Richard Mann - see list of addresses elsewhere in YAN - more
or less quarterly - 15/) Unlike the last issue, there really isn't much
here. A rundown on the Hugo nominees by Dwain Kaiser in which he manages
to say something nice about almost all of them except the Burroughs en
tries, a short and rather poor story by A, K. Davids, comments on a N'APA
mailing which are too short to mean much to outsiders, a fairly good let
ter column, and an article on our present moral decay which is sincere
but not too terribly informative. All in all, I think I liked the first
issue better.
Rating...2
BATURA #7 & 9 (John Foyster, P0 Box 57, Drouin, Victoria, Australia - for
trade or comment - monthly) Don't ask me what happened to #8; it never
arrived here. A rather odd fanzine, with even odder readers (including
the chap who categorizes anyone with a 120 IQ as a "clever moron". The
letter-writer appears to have a 95 IQ and a large dictionary.) Oh; that1s
what happened to #2; it was sent surface mail and is still on the way,
while y9 came via airmail. His chief columnist seems to be a chap known
as "370". He opens #3 by saying "do you think any of SATURA's readers are
the least bit interested, in what I have to say...’?" Well, now that he men
28

tions it, the answer from this end is "no",

PANTHEON #1 (Burkhard N. Blttm, c/o Bogner, 29 Mellbocus St. 6 F-Niederrad,
Deutschland - 15/ in US, British or German stamps per issue; German com
ments on publishing associations, TAFF, and Walter Breen. Interesting enuf,
but not much there to comment on.
ISCARIOT #12 (Al Andrews, 1659 Lakewood Drive, Birmingham 16, Alabama quarterly - no price listed) Al can and has put out interesting general
circulation fanzines. The last few issues of ISCARIOT however, have been
directed almost entirely to (or possibly at) the Southern Fandom Group.
His remarks are still Interesting enough to anyone who knows much about
the other fans in the group, but the mag is definitely not recommended
for newcomers.

BETA ETA ZETA #2 (Bernie King, 237 s- Rodeo Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. monthly - 15/) I suppose that with a little luck it would be possible to
read all of this, but it's hardly worth the effort. Main item is a long
continued story which precisely parallel’s John Boardman's thing in KNOW
ABLE. Bernie says that his is Independently Invented, and I'm willing to'
believe him, but the point Is that while Boardman's story is pretty dull,
this one is much worse. Or at least what I could read of it was worse. I
didn't try too hard to decipher it.
Rating...1

^UOTECARDS ANYONE? (Lang Jones, j6 hinscombe Crescent, Ealing, London W.5,
Gt. Britain - one-shot - 15/& An entire 22-page fanzine devoted to a con
report. If you like such things, here is one.

HICKEY #5 (John Kusske, Jr., 522 9th Ave. West, Alexandria, Minnesota more or less quarterly - 10/) The parody of "Atlas Shrugged" isn't bad
— considering that one can't adequately parody a 1000 page novel in J
pages of fanzine — but a more humorous item is his account of tddng one
of Rand's books to school. The kids' reactions are so typical of society;
it's all right to read (or do) anything at all, as long as one is enough
of a hypocrite to pretend to be shocked by it. (But I'm surprised at any
one who can read more than one Ayn Rend book. I couldn't; even when she
has ideas that I agree with — and she does at times — they're curdled
by her writing style, which is inferior to that of the average neofan.)
Right here I might as well mention 0TTT OF THE SPITTOON, a one-shot put
out by Kusske, Fred Haskell, Gil Lamont, and Frank Stodolka; apparently
to prove that Haskell is real and my assertion that he was probably a pen
name of Dennis Lien is a vile canard. (I notice that Lien didn't take
part; in fact, I don't think he's spoken to me since I made the statement)
Of course, if it comes right down to it, I’ve never met Kusske, Lamont,
or Stodolka, either......... One-shots,.like first issues, are almost invar
iably bad. This one, while not as good as most fanzines, is pretty good
for a one-shot. Even funny in spots.
.
ALGOL #6 (Andrew Porter, 2^ East G2nd. St., New York, N.Y. 10023 - irreg
ular - 15/) Big improvement in reproduction; this is one of the few spiritduplicated fanzines which is not only readable but which uses color work
to good effect on the illustrations. Material isn't bad, but it isn't too
good. An article by E. E. Evers is Interesting mostly because he lists
Robert F. Young among the "excellent but esoteric" writers. Robert F.
Young writes sugary fiction exactly like the SATURDAY EVENING POST used to
publish 20 years ago. Reviews are pretty good; fiction isn't so hot.
Rating... ...U
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Last is sue I promised a report on whether or not The Hopkins Manuscript,
by R. C. Sherrlff, is as bad as I remembered it. It isn't — but then, it
isn't particularly good, either. What I did not appreciate at age 12 or
so is that Sherrlff was extremely adept at writing about people. His char
acters are the sort of people who live down the block; well-intentioned,
a trifle vain, and not overly bright. He gives the impression that this is
actually the way real people would react to a crisis. Unfortunately, the
crisis they are reacting to is ridiculous by any standards. In a remark
ably ill-informed introduction, John Gassner paraphrases the old canard
that because the author has not bothered to make his science plausible,
lie is not writing mere science fiction. This is hogwash; an implausible
background does not prevent a story from being science fiction. It merely
assures that it is bad science fiction. If Sherriff had pitted his char
acters against a more commonplace crisis, he would have produced a good,
not outstanding, mainstream novel. When he rings in a moon which hits
the earth and then collapses like a giant soap-bubble, then he is writing
nonsense. Because the book does have good qualities, I'm not dissatisfied
with the price I paid the Doubleday Book Club for It, and if it comes out
in a paperback it will be worth picking up. But anyone who pays the full
hardcover price is either a collector or a masochist (come to think of
it are those really two different terms?)

A book which does come very close to being worth the hardcover price is
A Century Of Great Short Science FlctjLon Novels, edited by Damon Knight
dud published by Delacorte Press at
This is a fairly big 370—page
book, containing Stevenson's "Strange Case Of Dr. Jekyll and Mr Hyde"
"The Invisible Man" by Wells, Karel Capek's "The Absolute At Large*
*
Heinlein s Gulf f 1 L For Effort" by T„ L. Sherred, and "Hunter, Come
norue'
.Richard McKenna. Both of the "classics" have been out in pb*
^nv^-a|hle Man" has had several printings by at least two companies,
but the only pb edition of Jekyll" which I recall is the one I have
put out.in l?il by Pocket Books, Inc. In both cases it had been several
years since I read them, and I was happy to be reminded that they are
both exceptionally good stories (particularly the Wells epic). "Gulf"
is one of Heinlein's poorer efforts; it has always read to me as though
he got tired after about 45 pages and finished it off in a hurry so he
could get at something more Interesting. It’s also been out in pb, tho
not recently. Sherred's "E For Effort" is one of the best science’fiction
stories ever written; it’s been anthologized several times, but if you
you don't have it already it’s worth making considerable effort to get. '
I'm not sure just why "Hunter, Come Home" was selected. It's a good story
but no more and no less so than a dozen others I could name. If I'd been ’
doing it, id have picked something by Poul Anderson or possibly John
..■unner to represent the moderns, but I wasn’t asked (possibly because
he publisher felt that Knight knows more about stf than’I do). Capek's
novel is the story that makes this anthology worth while. According to
Knight, this is its first publication in this country since 1927, which
is longer than it should have waited. I suppose I'm charmed partly be
cause of the idea_of producing God as the waste product of a manufactur
ing process, but I should think that even the devoutly religious would
appreciate Capek's point that our present society could not possibly tol
erate the actual presence of God in the world. Not even the churches, as
presently constituted, could stand having him around permanently. I don't
[|oj

suppose that many fans are actually going to pay the full price for'this
book, but presumably Dell will bring it out in paperback eventually. In
the meantime, pester your friendly local librarian; any decent library
should get a copy. And if you ignore everything else, at least read the
Capek novel.
Juanita found Taboo while looking over the sex books at the Alderson news
stand. (Why was she looking at sex books instead of me? Well,.mainly beT
cause she's the one who keeps up on the pen names of our friend who writes
the stuff on occasion.) This is published by Novel Books, Inc., 2715 No.
Pulaski Rd., Chicago }9, Ill. (Address included incase you can’t find it
on your local news stand.)lt's priced at 75s^, which is pretty steep for
120 pages, and it contains stories by Charles Beaumont, Robert Bloch, Har
lan Ellison, Fritz Leiber, Nelson Algren, Paul Nelmark and Ray Russell.
The blurb states (ungrammatically and incorrectly) that these are stories
"which no publisher would touch". Bloch is more careful in his introduc
tion; he says that "no commercial magazine" had ever dared to print his
yarn. This is undoubtedly correct, but'an earlier version did appe ar in
NEW PURPOSES #9 and in his Advent book, Eighth Stage Of Fandom. The cur
rent version has been extensively rewritten —- and cuf? (I under about
these outfits that make a big spiel about their complete freedom and then
publish slightly expurgated stories.) It's still an excellent story, how
ever. Russell's story has also appeared before; I read it somewhere, but
I don't recall where. Possibly F4SF; it's that type. According to the
publishers, it has been rewritten and impurgated with controversy. Maybe;
not being able to locate the original, I can't tell. It's also good, even
though the final kicker is terribly weak. The only really shocking story
in the book is Leiber's, but he makes up for the others by laying it on
with a trowel and producing an excellent modern horror story. Ellison is '
writing with his guts instead of his head again, Nelmark has a good story,
Algren has a remarkably bad one (it not only has a weak punch line, it
doesn't have much in front of it, either), and Beaumont has a fairish
story which doesn't belong in this sort of collection at all; it would be
more at home in the SATURDAY EVENING POST, with its message that under
neath it all we're all pretty nice people. Maybe it was the only "race"
story they could get. Oh yes-— only the Bloch story is fantasy, with the
Russell a borderline case and the others strictly mainline. But you do
read mainstream fiction, don't you?

Damon Knight has another anthology out In Tomorrow X
a 50-center from
Gold Medal. This one Includes Heinlein's "The "Roads Must Roll", McKenna's
"The Night of Hoggy Darn6, flThe Sources of the Nile" by Avram Davidson,
and "No Woman Born" by C. L. Moore. (And here is why McKenna is suddenly
being anthologized; he wrote The Sand Pebbles. I'd forgotten. Remarkable
what a Harper Prize will do for one 1s resale "possibilities.) The Moore
story is the best, but also the most familiar, having been anthologized
several times already. "The Roads Must Roll" is early Heinlein, which
is synonymous with excellence. The blurb refers to Davidson's "polished,
elegant style". It's all of that, and it's a good story, but it isn't
the sort of story that I particularly like. Too much polish and style
and not enough story for my taste (but then I'm an unregenerate pulp
reader). McKenna turns out the most unsympathetic lot of characters I've
encountered in months. I assume that the reader is supposed to sympathise
with their strivings, but-before Ae finished. I u^ cheering on the aliens
and hoping for the complete extermination of the heroic humans. This sort
of thing is irritating as hell, because McKenna does have talent and I
keep wishing that he'd do something with it that I could enjoy.
.
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Pyramid's two latest Green Door mysteries are After The Verdict, by An
thony Gilbert, and Cold Polson, by Stuart Palmer. They are remarkably
similar In some respects; ’the central character in each Is the beautiful
but willful young girl who as the story opens is about to marry the charm
ing cad instead of the 100$ true-blue boy friend. The detectives'are also
somewhat similar; Hildegarde Withers is a motherly type busybody, and
Arthur Crook is a fatherly type busybody. From there, we come to a parting
of the ways. The Palmer book is hardly a classic of detection, but I spent
a couple of quite enjoyable hours with it, I couldn't finish the Gilbert
book; after getting approximately halfway into it, I decided that I didn’t
really care who did the murder, or why, or if he wiped out the entire cast
before the finish. I believe that Gilbert is the more popular writer of
the two; from the evidence here, I couldn't possibly guess why.
After a long drouth, featuring-reprints of their earlier good collections
mixed with remarkably bad horror anthologies and novels, Ballantine has
come out of it and issued some original paperbacks which are worth read
ing. Best of the lot is Fritz Leiber's A Pail Of Air. The title.story may
be scientifically impossible, but it's one of "fiHose things which sounds
terribly authentic while you're reading it. I1d mark it as one of the best
stf stories ever written. "Coming Attraction1', "Nice Girl With Five Hus
bands", andJ'The 64--Square Madhouse" are all excellent (though I suppose
the fact that I enjoy chess is partly responsible for my appreciation of
the latter). "Bread Overhead", "Time Fighter", "Pipe Dream", "Rump-TlttyTitty-Tum-Tah-Tee11 are all amusing nonsense, and "The Beat Cluster" is
readable. This leaves only "The Foxholes Of Mars" and "The Last Letter"
on the debit side of the ledger, and you can't win 'em all. (And if some
one questions why I downgrade Sherriff for scientific implausibility
while commending Leiber for it..,.eI don't really care so much whether
or not a story is scientifically possible - after all, nobody can say In
advance what will be done and what won't beo I want the author to con
vince me of his plausibility while I’m reading the story. Leiber does;
Sherriff, scorning mere scientific accuracy, doesn't even try.) Close To
Critical isn't up to the standards that author Hal Clement set in Mission
of Gravity and.Needle, but even slightly inferior Clement is good stuff."
As usual, the aliens are far more human than the humans. (Clement's crit
ics claim that he can't envision a truly alien mentality — well, neither
can anyone else, if it comes to that.) Inside Outside, by Phil Farmer,
is an odd sort of book. Bob Briney commented that the author changed his
mind halfway through as to what he was writing about. The book gives the
impression of being full of loose ends, but when I got down to checking
I couldn't find anything which wasn’t explained. A lot of it isn't ex
plained very satisfactorily, but there's an explanation in there some
where. The trouble is that a lot of the explanation rests on these off
stage alien Immortals, who appear to be all-powerful physically and a
bit cracked mentally; step-children of Azathoth, no doubt. All of these
books are priced at $00, which seems to be standard these days.

